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ENVIRONMENTAL ENGAGEMENT AND SUSTAINABLE ACTIONSENVIRONMENTAL ENGAGEMENT AND SUSTAINABLE ACTIONS

The Royal Hotel Sanremo is not affiliated to a specific program or environmental label, but sustainability is one of 

its priorities. Over the last 10 years a renewal plan has been implemented including the following greengreen actionsactions :  

Ideal all year roundall year round thanks to the mild climatemild climate

127 rooms127 rooms including luxury suites; 3 exclusive restaurants3 exclusive restaurants 

Outdoor sea-water swimming-poolOutdoor sea-water swimming-pool heated to 27°C/82°F 

Royal WellnessRoyal Wellness to rebalance body and mind in a stylish atmosphere

New modern equipment with low environmental impact to replace obsolete one New modern equipment with low environmental impact to replace obsolete one 
Rooms with domotic energy-saving system that automatically switches off the air conditioning when  Rooms with domotic energy-saving system that automatically switches off the air conditioning when  
 the door to the balcony or terrace is open the door to the balcony or terrace is open
Eco-friendly dishwashing stationEco-friendly dishwashing station
Energy-efficient A+ refrigeratorsEnergy-efficient A+ refrigerators
Energy-saving led lighting throughout the propertyEnergy-saving led lighting throughout the property
Electric vehicle charging stationElectric vehicle charging station

Buffet breakfast with organic cornerBuffet breakfast with organic corner
Delicious cuisine featuring dishes prepared with fresh and seasonal products  Delicious cuisine featuring dishes prepared with fresh and seasonal products  
from local farmersfrom local farmers
Opportunity for guests to do their part by choosing to reuse sheets and towelsOpportunity for guests to do their part by choosing to reuse sheets and towels
Eco-friendly paper use for all printed material in the roomsEco-friendly paper use for all printed material in the rooms
Paperless check-in and check-out Paperless check-in and check-out 
Proper disposal and separation of waste in compliance with strict local Proper disposal and separation of waste in compliance with strict local 
 environmental law environmental law

The hotel’s ongoing commitment to sustainability also includes green practicesgreen practices
as follows:
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